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INTRODUCTION

MARIJUANA IS A PLANT OF MANY MYSTERIES. ITS LONG HISTORY IS FULL OF MYTHS AND LEGENDS, RUMOURS AND SECRETS, RIDDLES AND ENIGMAS.

IN THIS SLIM VOLUME CANNABIS CULTURE ILLUMINATES THE ANCIENT CANNABIS PLANT, AND GIVES YOU THE CHANCE TO TEST YOUR CANNABIS COGNIZANCE AND MENTAL METTLE.

THIS COMPENDIUM OF CANNABIS CONUNDRUMS AND PERPLEXING POT PUZZLES IS A TREASURE-TROVE OF HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE AND TRIVIA TIDBITS. YOU MIGHT CONSIDER YOURSELF A MARIJUANA MAVEN, A CANNABIS CONNOISSEUR OR A HEMP EXPERT, BUT THE TRUE DEPTH OF YOUR HERBAL Lore WILL BE REVEALED BY THE BAFFLING BRAINTEASERS BETWEEN THESE COVERS.

THE GREATEST MARIJUANA MYSTERY OF ALL IS WHY WE HAVE ALLOWED THIS WONDER-PLANT TO BE BANNED FOR SO LONG, AND WHEN WILL IT ONCE AGAIN GROW FREE?

SO WHEN YOU'VE WOUND YOUR WAY THROUGH THIS CURIO OF CANNABIS CURiosITIES AND BaffLING BONG-HIT BEWILDERMENTS, WHY NOT SHARE YOUR EXPANSIVE KNOWLEDGE OF ALL THINGS MARIJUANA? PEN A MISSIVE TO YOUR ELECTED OFFICIAL, HAVE A LONG TALK WITH MUM AND DAD, OR PERFORM SOME OTHER GOOD WORK TO EDUCATE THOSE WHO, IN THEIR IGNORANCE, WOULD IMPRISON OUR CULTURE AND DESTROY THIS MOST IMPRESSIVE, BENEFICIAL AND SALUBRIous OF PLANTS.

LET THE POT PUZZLING BEGIN!

DANA LARSEN
EDITOR
CANNABIS CULTURE MAGAZINE
SCRAMBLED SLOGANS

Can you figure out the originals?

The following phrases were made by jumbling up the letters of some common terms associated with marijuana and hemp.

a. two per groom
b. few heed tree
c. grow run sad
d. admire human japan
e. inhibit poor
f. rural side
g. anti-canvas bias
h. a magi sojourn aid

WORD CHAINS

1. SCORES ___________________________ STONED
2. HASH ____________________________ LUST
3. DEAL ____________________________ WEED
4. DRUG ____________________________ GRUB
5. DOPE ____________________________ BUDS
6. HEMP ____________________________ SOLD
7. GRASS __________________________ STASH
8. SMOKE __________________________ SPORT

Here you must make a word chain between each pair of words, forming each link by changing one letter at a time, for example:

Seed to Herb in 2 links: Seed Heed Herd Herb
Cannabis Crossword

Across
1) **Rummy Drink**
   Made from Juniper Berries (3)
4) **Often, Leaves and Stems Are**
   To Growers (5)
9) **Paid Ride (3)**
12) **Bob Marley: Feel**
    It In the *** Drop! (3)
13) **Weed Named**
    After the Way It's Grown (5)
14) **Marijuana is**
    Harmful (3)
15) **What You Did**
    With That Acid (3)
16) **What Makes a**
    Roach Brown (5)
17) **Oh Mary Jane,**
    How Do I Love
18) **Stuck in the**
    **Hotel California** (5)
20) **When a Chronic**
    Smokes Up (5)
22) **He Makes a**
    Mixed-Up End (3)
24) **Bongs --- Bubble (3)**
25) **This Pot-Head**
    Wrote "Les Misérables" (4)
28) **Hypodermic**
    Arrangement (3)
30) **Hemp Has Oils**
    ---- Heal (4)
34) **Marijuana Has**
    Countless Medicinal ---- (4)
35) **Diamonds (3)**
36) **US Feds Don't**
    ---- About the Wishes of Voters (4)
37) **People Step All Over Him (4)**
38) **Lend 3/4's of It**
    (3)
39) **Numbered**
    Church Song (4)
40) **If You Are**
    This, Marijuana May Help (3)
42) **Alexander the**
    Great's Middle Name (3)
44) **A Heavy Thing**
    Citizens Pay for Prohibition (5)
47) **Aren't Usually**
    Abusers (5)
51) FREEDOM REIGN! (3)
52) WHERE RASTAFARIAN PRIESTS MIGHT SMOKE UP (5)
56) THE FIFTH SIGN (3)
57) LSD CAN MAKE YOU THIS WITH EVERYTHING (3)
58) POT FRIEND IS MISSING A LETTER (5)
59) THE FIRST HIGHWAY FOR TRADE (3)
60) MAJOR "JUNKY" IN A POPULAR SONG (3)
61) A PROHIBITIONIST LIE — IN YOUR SYSTEM LONGER THAN THC (5)
62) LOOKS KIND OF LIKE A MOOSE (3)

DOWN
1) WHAT LEGALIZATION IS TO ANTI-PROHIBITIONISTS (4)
2) PUT POT — YOUR PIPE (4)
3) THE WORLD — S MORE HEMP (4)
4) IF YOU HAVE SEVEN GRAMS OF HASH AND SELL FOUR ... (5)
5) ORIGINAL PSYCHEDELIC ERGOT MEDIUM (3)
6) ANTI-CANNABIS SLOGANS ARE JUST DISHONEST — (3)
7) A LANKA WITH HARSH DRUG LAWS (3)
8) NARCOTICS OFFICERS ARE OFTEN IN SHORT SUPPLY (5)
9) WHAT THE BLOOD OF DRUG WAR VICTIMS WILL HOPEFULLY DO TO THE SYSTEM (4)
10) HELPER (4)
11) PROHIBITION: THERE, DONE THAT, DOESN'T WORK (4)
19) MODERN NAG HAMMADI ENTHUSIASTS BELIEVE JESUS HEALED WITH POT (7)
21) WHAT CUSTOMS DOG DOES TO UNLUCKY POT SMUGGLERS (7)
23) WHAT FIRE, POLICE, AND A POWER TOOL HAVE IN COMMON (5)
24) 007 OR ORANGE? (5)
25) HUMANS CHOPPED IN HALF, DRUG-WARRIORS MAKE CONTENTED SOUND (3)
26) PLACE OF ORIGIN FOR 80'S DRUG-WAR RESURGENCE (3)
27) EVERYBODY MUST --- STONED! (3)
29) METHAMPHET-AMINE SLANG (3)
31) ANOTHER POPULAR GRASS (3)
32) THE LONG H --- OF THE LAW (3)
33) COUNT YOUR FINGERS (3)
41) PRINCIPAL ORGANS OF TRANSPERSION (5)
43) BRETTING HEMP REMOVES THIS USEFUL PART FROM THE ABER (5)
44) PLACE TO PLANT YOUR POT (4)
45) FIXED-UP GAMBLE (4)
46) SINGLE THING, CATEGORICALLY (4)
48) OTHERWISE (4)
49) PULL IN FISH (4)
50) DO THIS TO YOUR PAPERS, IN WEED OIL (4)
53) A FEW 1000-WATT BULBS, AND YOUR GROW IS WELL — (3)
54) MUSHROOM, POT, GREEN OR SPICE (3)
55) HOW MUCH WEED YOU MUST HAVE TO BE BUSTED AT THE US BORDER (3)
the following slogans are missing vowels:

MRJNSMDCN
HMPFRVCTR
PRHBTNWWRNG
CNNBSCLTR
FRTHWD
GRWYRNSTN
VRGRWTHGVRNMNT
FRTWNT
WHICH PLANT IS HEMP?

Two of these plants are fine marijuana, one is industrial hemp. Can you tell the low-thc schwag from the good pot?
TRY TO WIND YOUR WAY THROUGH THE INTRICATE POT-LEAF LABYRINTH. ALTHOUGH YOU MAY GET SNARLED AND TANGLED, REST ASSURED THAT ONE PATH LEADS FROM START TO FINISH!
Medical Marijuana True or False?

1) THC is the only therapeutic agent in cannabis.  
2) THC has been shown to destroy cancerous brain cells and leave normal ones unharmed. 
3) Cannabinoids like THC protect brain cells from stroke damage. 
4) Medical marijuana is available in Dutch pharmacies. 
5) Synthetic THC pills cause less psychoactive effects than smoking marijuana. 
6) Marijuana harvested before flowering has no medically useful compounds. 
7) Canadian government studies show that giving mice marijuana increases their IQ. 
8) Hash oil can safely rot bunions off the human foot, and was used for this purpose by the German army during WWI. 
9) THC is medically considered to be a neuro-toxin. 
10) A U.S. government study showed that injecting rats with synthetic THC reduces their rate of cancer.
What's Wrong With
Can You Spot The Ten Errors?
ith this picture?
ACROSS
1) **MARKER OF DAYS** (4)
5) **WHERE GHANDI**
   **GOT SALT** (3)
8) **UPTIGHT WAY TO**
   **SMUGGLE**
   **EUPHORICS** (4)
12) **IT MAKES SOIL**
    **RED** (4)
13) **PSYCHOTIC 2001**
    **COMPUTER** (3)
14) **ONE LETTER AWAY**
    **FROM LOVE**
    **IS QUITE THE**
    **OPPOSITE** (4)
15) **TAKE A**
    **BREAK ON**
    **HEMP PILLOW** (4)
16) **SHROOM-GROWING**
    **EXPERT AND**
    **AUTHOR**
    **JONATHAN** * (3)
17) **UNITS OF**
    **MEASURE FOR 100'S OF**
    **LSD DOSES** (4)
18) **GROWING POT IS**
    **LESS** THAN MANUFACTURING **THC** (6)
20) **APHRODITE'S**
    **BELOVED** (6)
22) **CANNABIS IS TO A**
    **CHRONIC AS CAT-**
    **NIP IS TO A** * (3)
23) **HOW SMUGGLER**
    **CROSSED LAKE IN**
    **KAYAK** (3)
24) **POT LEAF IS IN**
    **THE FAMILY** * OF ANCIENT
27) **US DRUG WAR**
    **POLICY IS AN**
    **----- ON INTOLERANCE** (5)
31) **THE GUEST**
    **SMOKED ALL **
    **GRASS!** (3)
32) **MINERAL TO BE**
    **MINED** (3)
33) **AN INDOOR**
    **GROW IS A **
    **IN THE OYSTER**
    **OF PROHIBITION** (5)
36) **FERTILIZER SOLU-**
    **TIONS ARE A**
    **COMMON SPICE** (5)
38) **WHAT'S LEFT OF**
    **THE DOOIE YOU**
    **SMOKED** (3)
40) **BACKWARDS DEN**
    (3)
41) **METAL THAT**
    **SHINES LIGHT ON**
    **GROW-OP** (6)
44) **GROWERS WIN**
    **----- AT THE**
    **CANNABIS CUP** (6)
48) **-----! WHEN WILL**
    **THE WAR ON**
    **DRUGS END?** (4)
49) **GOOD PLACE FOR**
    **A POT-LEAF TAT-**
    **TOO** (3)
51) **WHAT SOCIALIST**
    **GROWERS DO**
    **WITH RESOURCES** (4)
52) **INHALE ON A**
    **JOINT** (4)
53) CATCHER'S GRAINY DRINK (3)
54) ADDRESSES FROM THE WHITE HOUSE DRUG CZAR HAVE A NASTY --- (4)
55) LET'S HOPE THE FUTURE --- CANNABIS GROWING EVERYWHERE (4)
56) DMT, ECSTASY, SEX... THE ANSWER IS IN THE BEGINNINGS (3)
57) BOILED VEGGIES IN YOUR POT (4)

DOWN
1) THE STRAITS OF PROHIBITION (4)
2) TO GROW LOTS OF PLANTS YOU NEED A BIG ONE (4)
3) DO IT WITH COIN TO DECIDE WHO GETS FIRST TOKE (4)
4) LURE (6)
5) IN A SEA OF GREEN, YOUR PLANTS GROW --- (5)
6) WHAT TO DO WITH THAT POT-COOKIE (3)
7) THE CONSTITUTION HAS BEEN SACRIFICED ON THE --- OF PROHIBITION (5)
8) CALIFORNIA'S PROPOSITION 215 --- THE SICK TO USE POT (6)
9) HIGH TIME (4)
10) KIND OF GRAVITY WHICH LETS YOU FLOAT (4)
11) WITH POT, SOME SAY THIS IS MORE (4)
19) FIRST THREE FROM EAST (3)
21) FEMALE DEAR THAT ATE MY POT PATCH (3)
24) MOST POTENT PART OF THE PLANT (3)
25) REGRETFUL MAO-INHIBITING PLANT (3)
26) THE MARIJUANA MILLENNIUM IS A NEW --- (3)
28) ROMAN GOD HELPS CANNABIS PHOTOSYNTHESIZE (3)
29) GROWING POT IS NOT A SCIENCE, IT'S AN --- (3)
30) WHAT TO SAY WHEN OFFERED A JOINT (3)
34) GROW TABLE --- PLANTS (6)
35) SHORT NAME FOR D-LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE TARTRATE (3)
36) IN SWITZERLAND, THEY --- BUDS INTO PILLOWS! (3)
37) CANNABIS --- TO MANY CONDITIONS (6)
39) MOSES GOT HIGH AND --- GOD'S VOICE (5)
40) POT, WEED AND GANJA ARE JUST A FEW OF MARIJUANA'S (5)
41) --- OFF TO THE PERSON WHO ROLLS BIG JOINTS! (4)
42) HEALING PLANT THAT'S GOOD FOR SKIN (4)
43) PLACE TO RISH (4)
45) UNDER EVERY PLANT (4)
46) WHEN THE ROACH BURNS YOUR FINGERS THE JOINT IS --- (4)
47) DAVID --- MIGHTY GOLIATH (4)
50) A COMMON DRINK GOOD FOR CANNABIS TINCTURES (3)
Lucky Monkey

This lucky monkey found a money tree!

Can you spot 10 differences between these 2 pictures?
NAME THE STRAIN
Can you match each strain with its name?

1. Burmese
2. Nagano Gold
3. KGB
HEMPSEED TRUE OR FALSE

Test your Knowledge of the World's Most Wonderful Seed!

1) **HEMPSEED OIL USED FOR INDUSTRY IS DIFFERENT THAN THAT USED FOR EATING.**  
2) **HEMPSEED OIL IS A HIGHLY SATURATED FAT.**  
3) **HEMPSEED IS RICH IN CANNABIDIOL ACIDS, "VITAMIN G".**  
4) **PURE HEMPSEED OIL CONTAINS 0.0% THC.**  
5) **EATING HEMPSEEDS OR HEMPSEED OIL CAN PRODUCE A POSITIVE RESULT ON A URINE TEST.**  
6) **AN UNDAMAGED HEMPSEED WILL REMAIN VIVABLE FOR A FEW YEARS.**  
7) **COLD PRESSED OIL MUST BE MADE IN THE WINTER TIME.**  
8) **HEMPSEED OIL CONTAINS EASILY ABSORBED PROTEIN.**  
9) **HEMPSEED OIL WILL REMAIN FRESH FOR A LONG TIME.**  
10) **EXPOSURE TO BRIGHT LIGHT IS IMPORTANT TO IMPROVE THE NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF HEMPSEED OIL.**  
11) **SEEDS CAN MAKE UP OVER HALF THE WEIGHT OF THE MATURE FEMALE HEMP PLANT.**  
12) **THERE IS AN OBVIOUS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MARIJUANA SEEDS AND HEMP SEEDS.**
QUIZ: Hemp vs. Marijuana

A Collection of cannabis queries to flummox and perplex even the canniest cannabis connoisseur.

1) Hemp refers to “Sativa”, Marijuana refers to “Indica.”
2) Hemp looks very different than Marijuana when grown outdoors.
3) Both Hemp Farmers and Marijuana Farmers use clones.
4) Growing both Hemp and Marijuana is legal in Holland.
5) Growing both Hemp and Marijuana is legal in Switzerland.
6) Cannabis grown for fiber is usually Hermaphroditic.
7) Male plants produce absolutely no THC.
8) The less THC in a cannabis plant the better the quality of the fibers.
9) At current market rates, one good Marijuana plant is worth about 20,000 times more than one good Hemp plant.
10) Canadians have been growing legal Hemp since 1993.
11) Canadian and American farmers grew Hemp during World War II.
12) Big buds are desirable when growing for seed.
13) Hemp paper and clothing are illegal in Eight US States.
14) Marijuana grown today is more potent than ever before.
15) A single cannabis crop can be harvested for fiber, seeds, and buds.
Test Your Word Power

Match each word or term to its correct description.

1. **Bast**
   A. outer fiber of stalk
   B. coarse grade fiber
   C. from Basteria region, USSR

2. **Hurds**
   A. dried stalks in field
   B. pulpy central core of stalk
   C. corky, overripe stalk

3. **Dioecious**
   A. difficult to eradicate
   B. separate genders
   C. quick maturation

4. **Cannabis Sativa** is Latin for:
   A. canes of shiva
   B. ancient grown canes
   C. cane that inebriates

5. **Hemp and Marijuana**
   A. 2 distinct species
   B. 2 varieties of one species
   C. 2 different plants

6. **Decorticate**
   A. remove old ropes
   B. mechanically separate fiber from pulp
   C. remove THC by processing

7. **Retting**
   A. blending hempseed
   B. reaching sexual maturity
   C. fiber separation by water

8. **Hermaphrodite**
   A. iron deficiency
   B. Greek goddess of hemp
   C. exhibits traits of both genders
9. PRIMARY PROCESSING
   A. HARVESTING HEMP BY HAND
   B. PREPARING SOIL FOR PLANTING
   C. MODIFYING HEMP IN A FACTORY

10. CELLULOSE
    A. HYDROCARBON PLASTIC HEMP CAN REPLACE
    B. DISEASE OF PLANT CELLS
    C. FOUND IN ALL PLANTS

11. CROP ROTATION
    A. PATTERN IN FIELD AFTER UFO LANDING
    B. HARVESTING HEMP INTO CIRCULAR BALES
    C. PLANNED SEQUENCE OF PLANTING

12. NEMATODES
    A. UNITS OF ELECTRICAL IMPULSE
    B. GENETIC SIGNATURE MARKERS
    C. PARASITIC WORMS

13. CANNABINOIDS
    A. FAT-SOLUBLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
    B. RESIDUE AFTER TESTING
    C. NON-SOLUBLE, INACTIVE COMPONENTS
ACROSS
1) SPACE GROUP GETS YOU HIGHER THAN BUD (4)
5) ------, PET, PIT, POT, PUT (3)
8) AMONG OTHER THINGS, MARIJUANA IS ------ A MEDICINE (4)
12) HEMP HAS THOUSANDS OF THESE (4)
13) DOOBIES --- FUN (3)
14) THIS SPINS SMOKED IN THE RING (4)
15) STICK TO GET SMOKED WITH (4)
16) DOOBIE MAKERS' ASSOCIATION (3)
17) WHERE PROHIBITION SHOULD BE (4)
18) NORTHERN IRAQI STATE WHERE KINGS BURNED CANNABIS (7)
21) WHEN QUESTIONED BY COPS DRAW THIS (5)
24) WHAT BIG CORPORATIONS WANT URINE FOR (5)
28) CLASSIC STREET QUANTITY OF POT (3)
29) BACKS THAT ARE GOOD FOR GROWING ON (5)
33) POT'S NOT AMATEUR ANYMORE (3)
34) POT, PAPERS --- A LIGHT ARE ESSENTIAL TO SMOKE A JOINT (3)
35) SOME GROWERS EVEN HAVE A GREEN ONE OF THESE (3)
36) WHERE SYNTHETIC THC IS PRODUCED (3)
37) MARIJUANA CAN HELP GLAUCOMA SUFFERERS ------ (3)
38) PROHIBITION IS NON------ (5)
40) COOLS BONG SMOKE WHEN IN THE WATER (3)
41) INTIMATE NAME FOR MR ROSENTHAL (5)
43) WHO LEGALIZED MEDICAL POT IN CALIFORNIA (5)
45) BEGINNER'S PISTOL (7)
49) REGRETFUL SIGH (4)
52) DEER SOUNDS LIKE BREAD MAKER (3)
53) RUNNING IN OLYMPICS IS ONE, RUNNING FROM COPS ISN'T (4)
57) COCA-GROWING SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRY (4)
58) HOLE CUSTOM'S SEARCHES IN (3)
59) SHROOM BED (4)
60) PUFF OF POT (4)
61) BEGINNING OF
METHAMPHETAMINE
IS A COMING
TOGETHER (3)
62) JOINT ON THE
STEM (4)

DOWN
1) DEHULLED HEMP
----- (3)
2) WHAT'S LEFT AFTER
BEGINNING OF HASH
(3)
3) ANCIENT KUSH WAS
TRANSPORTED ON
THIS MEDITERRANEAN BODY (3)
4) OPIUM IS AN
----- TREAT (5)
5) FLESH UNDER CATS'
FEET (4)
6) IN THE WAR ON
DRUGS, POLICE ARE
THIS (4)
7) SHED ONE FOR
POT-PRISONERS (4)
8) ONE-CELLED PLANT
IN HYDROPONICS
SYSTEM (5)
9) LION IN THE SKY
(3)
10) WHAT MOTHER
PLANT CALLED MALE
SEED (3)
11) HOW MANY BC
BUDS YOU NEED TO
GET HIGH (3)
19) WHERE YOU ARE
WHEN REALLY HIGH
(3)
20) IT IS SHORTENED
(3)
21) PROHIBITIONIST
ARGUMENTS ARE
BLAND, UNREMARK-
ABLE, ----- (5)
22) STRAIGHTENED
COCAINE (5)
23) POT IS BEST
WITHOUT CHEMICALS ----- (5)
25) DO THIS TO
YOUR HASH AND
SHARE IT (5)
26) MODERN DRUG
TESTS CAN FIND
ANY ----- OF
MARIJUANA (5)
27) A STONE THAT
ISN'T WHEN COLD
(5)
30) WHAT YOU DID
WITH THE ROASTED
Hemp seed (3)
31) BARON WITHOUT
HIS BA (3)
32) COMBINES WITH
IRE TO MAKE LUST
(3)
38) ----- AND SETTING
DETERMINE THE
QUALITY OF AN
LSD HIGH (3)
39) ONE FROM EDEN
(3)
42) THE DRUG WAR
IS A SERIOUS ONE
(5)
44) STROKE THIS TO
MAKE BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC (5)
46) SEE 39 DOWN
(4)
47) BY ANY OTHER
NAME, A SWEET-
SMELLING BUD
(4)
48) NOW THERE'S AN
EASY ONE FOR
DRUGGED-DRIVERS
(4)
49) APPRO-

PRIETELY MIXED
TAP (3)
50) SHORT LAW
ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER (3)
51) FLOATING
COVENANT (3)
54) NOT SO LONG
-----, HEMP WAS
GROWN BY THE
GOVERNMENT (3)
55) "REEFER ---NESS"
(3)
56) OLD FORM OF
"BEFORE" (3)
Questions of Curiosity, Matters of Morality, and Things to Ask Your Friends...

there are no wrong answers

What is the proper age to first try marijuana?
Is it wrong to get an animal stoned?
Is it a bad idea to drive a car while high?
How about a bicycle?
A jumbo jet?
Is it a good idea to sell marijuana?
Is it OK to steal marijuana, since it's illegal anyways?
Is smoking marijuana every day a good idea?
Is smoking marijuana alone a good idea?
Is it good to encourage someone to smoke marijuana?
How is medical use of marijuana different than recreational use?
How is spiritual use of marijuana different from either medical or recreational use?
Has smoking marijuana ever changed anything?
Why do more boys smoke marijuana than girls?
Why is it fun to smoke marijuana?
Why is marijuana illegal?

Is marijuana addictive? Does it cause withdrawal symptoms?

What is your family's attitude towards marijuana?

Would you like to smoke marijuana with your parents?

Would you like to smoke marijuana with your children?

If you could legalize only one of either smokeable marijuana or industrial hemp, which would it be?

If marijuana was legal, how much would it cost?

How much should it cost?

Have you or a friend ever been harassed or busted for marijuana?

What are you going to do about it besides complain?
CHEMO CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1) TO DRY BUDS (4)
5) A BACK TO ROLL IN (5)
10) PLACE FOR WOMEN TO STASH HASH (3)
13) SCYTHIANS BROUGHT POT FROM ----- TO RUSSIA IN 8 BC (4)
14) GO AWAY SOUNDS LIKE PART OF MARIJUANA PLANT (5)
15) POPULAR THING TO DO WITH HEMP (4)
16) UTTER VEHEMENTLY (4)
17) THE DRUG WAR ----- NO SENSE (5)
18) LEGALIZATION IS THIS TO PROHIBITION (4)
19) WHAT CHICKEN LAID (3)
20) ----- A STRIP FROM THE CONSTITUTION (11)
21) EVEN ORGANIC WEED IS BETTER WITH LOVE ----- (5)
22) WHAT LEGALIZATION IS ON A COSMIC SCALE (7)
24) HOW MUCH POT YOU NEED (4)
26) PURPLE MINUS BLUEBERRY WOULD BE THIS COLOR (3)
27) CITY CENTRE OF FRENCH-CANADA'S "BEAT" CULTURE (8)
31) SPIN THE BOTTLE, MONOPOLY, JOINT-ROLLING COMPETITION (5)
34) BEST PLACES TO GROW POT IN DESERT (5)
35) SYRIAN "REMORSE" HAS MAO INHIBITOR (3)
36) BIG SCARY LAKE (4)
37) JAILS ARE LITTLE MORE THAN ----- FOR POT SMOKERS (5)
38) WHAT LYING, STEALING, AND ARRESTING MARIJUANA USERS ARE (4)

39) AN ----- OF GENEROSITY, LIKE GIVING AWAY YOUR LAST BUD (3)
40) LIES ARE THE ----- FOR THE WAR ON DRUGS (5)
41) ----- ARE THE BASIS FOR LEGALIZATION (5)
42) DRUG WAR ----- IS PROPAGANDA (8)
44) ANOTHER WORD FOR COP (3)
45) OMEGA 3 AND 6 IN HEMP SEED (4)
46) WHAT ARREST, JAIL AND A CRIMINAL RECORD ARE TO POT SMOKERS (7)
50) A BIRD GONE BAD (5)
53) ADIDAS MADE A HEMP ONE (4)
54) HE EATS RATS (3)
55) A JOINT LIKE THIS LASTS A WHILE (4)
56) ANCIENT ROMAN DOCTOR COMMENTED ON HEMP SEED (5)
58) ANTI-POT LAW IS MIXED UP LURE (4)
59) POT IS ----- A GOOD PLANT (4)
60) S HE WAKED AND BAKED, AND THEN ----- FROM HER BED (5)
61) REARRANGED MITE IS JUST THE THING (4)
62) WHAT MINERS DIG FOR (3)
63) WHAT THE SEAMSTRESS DID (5)
64) WHAT'S LEFT AFTER THE COPS BUST A GROW (4)
1) **Some prohibitionists used to be concerned about others** (5)
2) **Many doctors support medical pot**
   
3) **Some mushrooms grow in these** (5)
4) **Cleanest way to consume marijuana** (3)
5) **Nut tastes good with chocolate** (6)
6) **Acid-guru sounds wary** (5)
7) **Great place to smuggle from Ontario to Michigan** (4)
8) **First woman, the night before** (3)
9) **Just say ... to drugs!** (3)
10) **Joints left in pockets get a**
    
11) **Marijuana smokers are arrested at an alarming**
    
12) **Mixed up raid with dry results** (4)
13) **For a dry walk in a swampy pot-patch use this** (5)
14) **Good for sealing your pot baggie** (4)
15) **Bong-making is a renaissance of the glass blowing**
    
16) **Marijuana: a case of life** (4)
17) **He saw God in a burning bush** (5)
18) **In the optic church, marijuana smokers are the chosen**
    
19) **Shamans believe it makes some plants special** (5)
20) "**The red**" (4)
21) **Your clone mother's sister?** (4)
22) **As far as drug laws are concerned, it is more** (4)
23) **Whether you are high or low, it is how fast you go** (4)
24) **White House drug czar is rival of legalizers** (4)
25) **Spider pest for marijuana growers** (4)
26) **In a desert of prohibition, Amsterdam is this** (5)
27) **Famous Sagan** (4)
28) **Another wise herb** (4)
29) **Simple way to extract herbal alkaloids** (4)
30) **Lights most doobies** (4)
31) **What dried shrooms can be to chew** (5)
32) **What the governor did to save a marijuana grower** (6)
33) **Joints are bigger than those** (5)
34) **An case of MS ... prescription: marijuana** (5)
35) **Rat's curly ... put reefer dealers in jails** (5)
36) "**Lumber**" in your bag of buds (5)
37) **Cannabis is good medicine, but it's good fun** (4)
38) **Many light up at twenty past this** (4)
39) **How many times you can be a reefer-virgin** (4)
40) **How quickly late-harvesting pot plants grow** (4)
41) **What politicians advocating prohibition are full of** (3)
42) **Roaches --- resin-y** (3)
43) **Circle's edge** (3)
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WHICH FIELD IS THE POT CROP?
POTHEAD PARK

Can you spot the narc among the fun loving potheads before he ruins everyone’s day? Hint: the narc is disguised as a pothead but is not smoking pot.
Name that Weed

Cannabis has been called many names by different peoples. All of the following words have been used to describe marijuana and its derivatives, except for ten. Can you pick out which 10 terms don't apply to pot?

Bhang  Shit  Tobacco
Dagga  Smoke  Masmoch
Boo  Pentagrum
Charas  Elion  Spoofy
Tea  Sin-
Indian  Semilla  Bambal-
Hemp  Herb  Acha
Machona  Medicine  Green
Kif  Cyclone  Gold
Pot  Green
Kabak  Dope  Chavre
Djoma  Reefer  Goo
Takrouri  Rooter  Hanf
Loco-Weed  Skunk  Joy
Sasparilla  Mezzrow  Joint
Grass  Mighty  Juanita
Jive  Mezz  Jig-
Kali  Leaf  Daddy
Rope  Skunk  Mary
Gates  Mezzrow  Jane
Gutter-  Mezz  Konopie
Wax  Leaf  Wheat
Mooters  Stash  Rup
Muggles  Kon-Nab  Stick
Pot  Bosm  Gunubu
Tea  Kunebu  Spliff
Weed  Kon-Nab  Ferdin-
Bud  Hop-Hop  Nand
Amaranth  Mota  Tree of
Ganja  Bush  Life
Kind  Gage  Red Hair

Tobacco
Masmoch
Spoofy
Bambal-
Acha
Green
Gold
Chavre
Goo
Hanf
Joy
Joint
Juanita
Jig-
Daddy
Mary
Jane
Konopie
Wheat
Rup
Stick
Gunubu
Spliff
Ferdin-
Nand
Tree of
Life
Red Hair
Vape
Shuzzit
Spinach
Lotus
Cheeba
LAYERS & LAYERS OF LEAVES

Can you count how many marijuana leaves there are in this pile? Even if only some of the leaf is visible, it must still be counted.

YOUR ANSWER
Can you match these buds:

A - Flo

B - AK47

C - NL #1
With their close-up shots?
For many years, Farmer John had been growing 3 strains of marijuana in 12 secret patches scattered across his property. When it finally came time for him to retire, he wanted to divide his field up among his 4 children, so that each would have a lot of the same size and shape, each containing 1 of each of the 3 different strains.

After smoking each of the 3 strains and pondering the situation, Farmer John realized how he could evenly divide the field and strains with six identical straight lines. Maybe a joint would help you figure out how Farmer John did it.
In the string of letters below, if you cross out all unnecessary letters, a nice marijuana bud will remain. Can you see it?

alainnincemecesseasarrriyjulaneattbeudrs

Dealer Dave’s Dilemma...

Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Mo...

Dealer Dave wakes up after a late party and realizes he is late to meet his connection! Even worse, Dave has a very unique problem.

A few days earlier, Dave bought a bag of Afghani and a bag of Skunk #1. Even though they have quite different effects, they look and smell exactly the same. Dave took out some from each to make his own combo bag, and then had carefully labeled all three bags.

Last night he threw a party, and that’s where Dave’s troubles began. All he could remember after the bong-a-thon was that he had a brief paranoia attack, and decided to change the labels on his 3 bags, so that no bag had the correct label.

Now Dave has to deliver the bag of Afghani, leave the Skunk #1 for his roommate, and hide his personal bag under his pillow. The only way to tell the buds apart is to smoke a joint, and Dealer Dave only has time to smoke one. What should Dealer Dave do?
BUDS OR BUSTED

an underground economy
adventure game for 2 or
more players ... minutes of
fun for everyone
If you get busted, you must roll again. If you roll a 6, go down the legal loop.

**Plead Guilty**

- Use one die only
- Use joints, buds or coins as markers. The winner keeps them.
- Start at start, game path is counter-clockwise.
- Busted sends you down "legal loop."

**Remember to Water Your Plants**

**White Fues**

**Everything is Groovy!**

Your sister marries a D.E.A. agent.

---

**Tanks - Talk about good H2O!**

**Set up CO2 again**
THC QUIZ

So you think you know everything there is to know about delta9 tetrahydrocannabinol, otherwise known as THC? Take this test and guess again.

1) **The likely percentage of THC in manicured outdoor buds is:**
   - A) 3-5%
   - B) 5-12%
   - C) 10-16%

2) **The likely percentage of THC in manicured hydroponic buds is:**
   - A) 5-7%
   - B) 7-12%
   - C) 12-20%

3) **The likely percentage of THC in commercial hashish is:**
   - A) 10% +
   - B) 33%
   - C) 50% +

4) **The officially accepted THC threshold between hemp and marijuana is:**
   - A) 3% of the top third of the plant
   - B) 0.3% of a manicured bud from the plant
   - C) 0.03% of the whole plant

5) **The ratio of the weight of dried buds to the weight of the entire growing plant is:**
   - A) 1:4
   - B) 1:20
   - C) 1:100

6) **THC metabolites are:**
   - A) water soluble
   - B) fatsoluble
   - C) blood soluble
7) THC is detectable in the urine for up to:
   A) 5 days
   B) 23 days
   C) 40 hours

8) THC urine testing is:
   A) accurate and expensive
   B) inaccurate and inexpensive
   C) inaccurate and expensive

9) When THC is heated to 1400°C...
   A) it is destroyed
   B) it is chemically changed
   C) it passes into vapor

10) The greatest destructive agent to THC is:
    A) heat
    B) light
    C) oxygen
    D) metal

11) The best storage place for THC is:
    A) an opaque, glass jar

12) Which of the following is not a brand name for synthetic THC?
    A) Nabilone
    B) Cannalpinol
    C) Marinol
Can you match each bud with its strain name?

NAME THE STRAIN

1) White Lady 2) MX4-Way 3) Northern Lights #5
Farmer Tess is nearing retirement and wants to divide her marijuana plants evenly among her 8 children. She is only growing one strain, a fantastic Northern Lights x Kush, at 8 hidden locations in her field. Since Tess’ mushroom trip in ’68 she’s been into sacred geometry, and so not only must each lot be of identical size and shape, but their boundaries must conform to the grid.

Lazy Larry’s 50% Solution

Lazy Larry was hired by Grower Jim to plant his seedlings in a hidden field. Jim asked Larry to plant 5 rows of seedlings, with 4 seedlings in each row.

Larry thought that planting 20 plants was too much work. After smoking a joint and pondering the situation, Larry realized how he could do what Jim had asked, yet cut his labor in half.

Lazy Larry planted 5 rows of seedlings with 4 seedlings in each row using a total of only 10 seedlings.

How did Lazy Larry do it?
Across
1) For pot to bud, lights must be ___ more (3)
4) The prettiest bud is not always the ___ (4)
8) Baseball joint (3)
11) CO₂ and O₂ are pretentious grow-room gases (4)
13) Generic space to grow in (4)
14) Where plaster comes from (5)
16) Tie one with hemp rope (4)
17) In Spain some cannabis plants grow 30 feet ___ (4)
18) To get through a crowded grow room you must be ___ (5)
19) Make into law (5)
21) Quantum result from psychedelics (4)
23) All over your

Grass in the morning (3)
Every grower has their own tech- nique (5)
Always less than the "wet" weight of buds (3)
Smoke pot when you get this (4)
Major tripper ___ lots of acid (5)
You take those, I'll take ___ (5)
US institution that banned eating hemp seeds (4)
___-top gardens get lots of light (4)
Predator mites ___ a cannabis garden (4)
Indian term of respect (3)
Sounds like invitation to juicy climax (4)

Down
44) What lawyer gets on after pot bust (4)
45) Dog's locale (4)
46) Acronym for best part of pot has how many letters? (5)
47) Street eighth is more like this (5)
49) Prohibitionists ___ on lies (4)
51) Any pot laws are ___ many (3)
52) How you were when you lost the stash (5)
56) International Cannabis Express (3)
59) Height of a high (4)
62) What you chewed those shrooms with (5)
63) What San Pedro and Peyote are (5)
65) Quick onset of powerful high (4)
67) After legalization, ___ there will be freedom (4)
69) The drug war ___ is bankrupt- rupt morality (5)
70) Use hemp paper and save this (4)
71) What marijuana and hemp really are (4)
72) The ___ of God, say Coptics, smoked ganja (3)
73) Sirius is the one associated with pot (4)
74) Not old (3)
Down
1) Another sacred tree (3)
2) Decriminalization means growers just get these (5)
3) You'll pay for that weed later (5)
4) To make good cookies mix pot with this (6)
5) Equal Rights Amendment (3)
6) What dealers do with cannabis (4)
7) "Marijuana fries your brain" is a tall one (4)
8) What most carry pot in (3)
9) Without water, your grow dies out (4)
10) Square floor covering (4)
12) Dog's command to remain (4)
14) Another name for a rollie (5)
15) What to do with hemp thread (3)
20) What you're reading right now (4)
22) What Andrew's pals call him (4)
26) Ancient flashlight (5)
28) Sound of surprise (4)
29) Rolling a joint without any pot in it is a big (5)
31) Drug laws target these people (4)
32) How much to share with pals (4)
33) Active ingredient of cannabis (3)
34) Temperature rises when cops on your tail (4)
35) The war on drugs must end, or _____ suffering will continue (4)
36) What dealer did with the money (5)
38) Pest sounds small, but take big bite out of plants (4)
40) _____ fi fo fum, I smell the weed of a cool, hip one (3)
45) Sole place to hide stash (4)
46) Shape of leaf can reveal _____ of cannabis (4)
48) What pot puzzles are to the pot puzzle book (5)
50) Martin who protested (6)
53) The sun _____ on an age of prohibition (4)
54) Mr. Nadelmann of the harm-reduction Lindesmith Center (5)
55) _____ _____ in I is the us in we (3 and 2)
56) Cold cubes for cool drink (3)
57) Cool _____ smoke the reefer, baby! (4)
58) Hear your own voice again and again (4)
60) Joint rolling and bong making are fine _____ (4)
61) This Vonnegut wrote "Slaughterhouse Five" (4)
64) Metal container for storing buds (3)
66) Some sailors sailed seven of this (3)
68) Never seen before (3)
72) Middle eastern folk who like hash (4) 74) French first name for Mary Jane (5)

75) Describe the statement, "cannabis can protect from nerve gas dam- age" (4)

76) How power flows to grow room lights (4) 77) Make a change for the better (5)

78) Which came first, the plant or this? (4) 79) Jails have ____ more than their share of pot smokers (4)

DOWN
1) No car, so take this to dealer's place (3) 2) Vegetarian meal with fungal appeal (4)

3) War on drugs is no ____ battle (4) 4) Written in college or university (5)

5) Magic ones bruise blue (8) 6) How long ____ was pot first smoked? (3)

7) Legalization should ____ a leaky hole in the constitution (4) 8) Weed oil so thick you could put it on pancakes (5)

9) Good genetics never ____ good pot (7) 10) What you did with dealer before scoring (3)

11) Many fine strains have been ____ in Amsterdam (4) 12) Have you ____ smoked pot from outer space, man? (4)

13) You can ____ on organic pot to be chemical-free (4) 21) What you always pay for buds (4)

23) Spoken music associated with black herb culture (3) 26) Jay Day and Cannabis Day are ____ for action (5)

28) Pot smokers are children at heart... bongs and pipes are these (4) 29) A kind of manure good for a pot patch (5)

30) Few ____ of politics have space or width for honesty (5) 31) What poker and pot have in common (5)

33) Put this to the metal to outrage cops (5) 35) Prohibitionist rhetoric is not poetry to the ears (5)

36) Natural fabric similar to hemp (5) 37) Marijuana ____ her nausea (5)

40) Common cocaine geometrical figures (5) 43) This Abby gives advice (4)

45) The narcs ____ the peaceful pot-head (8) 48) The seed in the soil ____ to grow (7)

50) Location of first medical pot, 2300 BC (4) 53) LSD can dissolve this sense of self (3)

57) There are many different ____ of marijuana (5) 59) What narc does with gun (5)

60) Ganja ____ has ganja babies (4) 61) First fellow to eat sacred fruit (4)

62) What the sneaky stem did to rollie (4) 64) You need this to light joint (4)

66) Lake to smuggle pot from Toronto to Chicago (4) 67) Drug misinformation for kids (4)

69) Sharp baby shroom (3) 71) Something you can't do to your dealer over a small bag (3)

73) Mr. Dronkers of Sensi Seeds (3)
More Word Chains

Another devious set of word pairs for you to tie together.

KUSH ——— ——— ——— ROPE
HASH ——— ——— WINE
RED ——— ——— EYE
GOOD ——— ——— DOPE
ROPE ——— ——— TOKE
HASH ——— ——— MAIL
COPS ——— ——— BUST
JOINT ——— ——— JAILS

Marijuana Pyramid

In this puzzle you have to start at the top letter, M, and spell out the wonderful word Marijuana by moving downwards. How many different routes are there from top to bottom?
ON BEING STONED

So you think you know what it means to be high? Most of the following effects are common to pot smokers, while seven are extremely rare or never occur. Can you tell which 7 things you shouldn't expect to experience when you smoke up?

A- TOUCH BECOMES MORE EXCITING.
B- TIME PASSES MORE SLOWLY.
C- HAIR STANDS ON END.
D- EYES BECOME BLOODSHOT.
E- ATTENTION BECOMES EASILY SIDETRACKED.
F- BELIEF THAT YOU CAN FLY.
G- INCREASE IN APPETITE.
H- INSIGHTS INTO SELF AND OTHERS.
I- FORGETTING CONVERSATION TOPIC.
J- FRIGHTENING VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS.
K- IMMEDIATE CRAVING TO SMOKE MORE.
L- SEXUAL ORGASM MORE ENJOYABLE.
M- LOSS OF PHYSICAL COORDINATION.
N- PHYSICAL RELAXATION.
O- UNCONTROLLABLE URGE TO DANCE.
P- DRY MOUTH.
Q- INCREASED LAUGHTER AND GIGGLING.
R- NASAL BLEEDING.
S- EASY TO GET TO SLEEP.
We present here 99 names for your befuddlement. Most of these people loved marijuana and praised her endlessly, while some would only admit to smoking pot once or twice. Yet seven of these people claimed never to have sampled the herb, and in fact all seven sought to wipe cannabis off the face of the earth.

Can you pick out the sinister seven hemp-haters among the pot-friendly folk?

0-1 YOU'RE NOT EVEN SURE IF YOU SMOKE POT!
2-3 YOU KNOW THE SMOKERS FROM THE SUCKERS.
4-5 YOU KNOW THE ROPERS FROM THE Tokers
AND THE NARCS FROM THE FEDS.
6-7 YOU CAN PICK OUT A POT-HEAD A MILE AWAY!

1. Abbé Hoffman
2. Allen Ginsberg
3. Alexander Dumas
4. Alice B. Toklas
5. Arthur Rimbaud
6. Aleister Crowley
7. Bob Denver
8. Cab Calloway
9. Charles Beaudelaire
10. Charles Manson
11. Chris Conrad
12. Cheech Marin
13. Conan O'Brian
14. Count Basie
15. Dana Larsen
16. Dennis Peron
17. Diego Rivera
18. Dion Fortune
19. Dioscorides
20. Dizzy Gillespie
21. Dr Alexander Sumach
22. Dr Gabriel Nahas
23. Dr Lester Grinspoon
24. Dr W.B. O'Shaugnessy
25. Emily Murphy
26. Emperor Liu Chi-nu
27. Emperor Shen-nung
28. Errol Flynn
29. Ed Rosenthal
30. Fitz Hugh Ludlow
31. Gerard de Nerval
32. George Gurdjieff
33. George Washington
34. Harry Anslinger
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td><strong>HASAN IS-SABAH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td><strong>HEINRICH HUNRATH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td><strong>HELEN PETROVA BLAVATSKY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td><strong>HRM QUEEN VICTORIA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td><strong>Hier THE Second</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td><strong>HUA T’O</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td><strong>HENRI MICHAUX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td><strong>JABIR IBN EL-HAYYAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td><strong>JACK KEROUAC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td><strong>JACK HERER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td><strong>JACKIE GLEASON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td><strong>JERRY LEE LEWIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td><strong>JIMMY DORSEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td><strong>JOHN LENNON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td><strong>JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td><strong>JOHN WAYNE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td><strong>KALI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td><strong>KELSEY GRAMMAR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td><strong>KIMBERLY CAMPBELL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td><strong>LOUIS HEBERT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td><strong>LENNY BRUCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td><strong>LITTLE RICHARD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td><strong>LOUIS ARMSTRONG</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td><strong>MARC EMERY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td><strong>MARY TYLER MOORE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td><strong>MILTON MEZZROW</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td><strong>MICHAEL JAGGER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td><strong>MILTON BERLE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td><strong>OLIVER STONE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td><strong>PANCHO VILLA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td><strong>PAUL MCCARTNEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td><strong>PIERRE BURTON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td><strong>POPE INNOCENT VIII</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td><strong>PIERRE ELLIOT TRUDEAU</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td><strong>PABLO PICASSO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td><strong>PHILIP K. DICK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td><strong>PYTHAGORAS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td><strong>RAM DASS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT ZIMMERMAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT MARLEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT ANTON WILSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT MITCHEM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT &quot;KING&quot; CARTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT DUPONT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td><strong>RABELAIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td><strong>SALVADOR DALI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td><strong>SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td><strong>SIDI-HIDI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td><strong>STEVEN HAGAR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td><strong>SHIVA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td><strong>TERENCE MCKENNA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td><strong>THLEONIUS MONK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td><strong>THOMAS JEFFERSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td><strong>TIMOTHY LEARY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td><strong>TOMMY CHONG</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td><strong>WILLIE NELSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td><strong>WALTER BENJAMIN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td><strong>WOODY HARRELSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td><strong>QUEEN ARNEGUNDE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td><strong>VICTOR HUGO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td><strong>WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td><strong>WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td><strong>WILLIAM LYON MCKENZIE KING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td><strong>ZOROASTER</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Different people have different points of view on the wondrous wonder weed we know and love. Can you tell who said what about pot?

Your Score:
0-1: Smoke another bowl and go back to sleep.
2-4: You get some E for effort.
5-6: Excellent. You’re a pot-scholar.
7: Perfect Score! Send your resume to Cannabis Culture.

1) "There’s been no top authority saying what marijuana does to you. I tried it once but it didn’t do anything to me."
A- Ronald Reagan
B- Charles Bronson
C- John Wayne
D- Margaret Thatcher
E- Bruce Lee

2) "The greatest service which can be rendered any country is to add a useful plant to its culture."
A- George Washington
B- Thomas Jefferson
C- Adolf Hitler
D- Confucius
E- Mahatma Ghandi

3) "We’re in a war. People who blast some pot on a casual basis are guilty of treason."
A- Daryl Gates
B- Chuck Norris
C- Arnold Schwarzenegger
D- Ronald Reagan
E- Winston Churchill
4) “Most any crop is happy to alternate with hemp, since hemp’s shady umbrella forces weeds to their knees.”

A- **Jack Herer**, The Emperor Wears No Clothes
B- **WWII Nazi German Humorous Hemp Primer
C- 1998 Canadian Agriculture Bulletin
D- **Woody Harrelson**, Actor/Hempster
E- **US Film Hemp for Victory, 1942**

5) “While marijuana has not figured in the greatest number of crimes in the past few years, officials fear it not for what it has done, but for what it is capable of doing.”

A- **Harry Anslinger**
B- **George Bush**
C- **Daryl Gates**
D- **Winston Churchill**
E- **Margaret Thatcher**

6) “Sometimes strange things happen to the male and female workers during the hemp harvest. It seems as if some dizzy spirit rises from the harvest which circulates around their legs and mounts merrily to the brain. The head of the harvester is full of whirlpools…”

A- **Agriculture Canada Bulletin, 1997**
B- **DEA Testimony Before Congress, 1932**
C- **Charles Beaudelaire**, Concerning Hashish, 1858
D- **Marco Polo**, Description of the World, c.1295
E- **U.N. Agricultural Alert Notice, 1942**

7) “Unquestionably cannabis is very useful to the artist, activating trains of association which would otherwise be inaccessible… opiates, on the other hand, since they act to diminish awareness of surroundings and bodily processes, can only be a hindrance to the artist.”

A- **Timothy Leary**
B- **Pablo Picasso**
C- **William Burroughs**
D- **Salvador Dali**
E- **Hermann Hesse**
MEDICAL POT
MULTIPLE CHOICE

Millions of sick and ailing people around the globe have experienced the amazing healing powers of the cannabis plant. Now it's time to test your knowledge about the medical wonders of marijuana.

YOUR SCORE:
0-1: Maybe you should ease up on the Prozac.
2-4: Smoke two joints and call us in the morning.
5-7: You know your pot from what's not.
8-9: Start your own Medical Marijuana Buyer's Club!

1) **FOR WHICH OF THE FOLLOWINGAILMENTS IS MARIJUANA NOT USEFUL AS A MEDICINE?**
   - A) ALZHEIMERS
   - B) EPILEPSY
   - C) HERPES
   - D) SKIN BURN
   - E) MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

2) **WHAT YEAR WAS THE LAST PRESCRIPTION MEDICINE CONTAINING MARIJUANA SOLD IN CANADA?**
   - A) 1912
   - B) 1922
   - C) 1931
   - D) 1954
   - E) 1981

3) **HOW MANY AMERICAN CITIZENS RECEIVE LEGAL MEDICAL MARIJUANA JOINTS FROM THEIR GOVERNMENT?**
   - A) 0
   - B) 1
   - C) 8
   - D) OVER 50

4) **WHICH IS THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO CONSUME MARIJUANA?**
   - A) A BONG
   - B) A JOINT
   - C) A VAPORIZER
Medical Marijuana True or False page 9
1-F, 2-T, 3-T, 4-F, 5-F, 6-F, 7-F, 8-T, 9-F, 10-T

What's Wrong With This Picture? page 10-11
- "K" on Cannabis Canada Magazine Cover - joint in ash tray burning at wrong end - matches lit at wrong end in ashtray - pipe has bowls at both ends (no mouth piece) - scale has the heavier weight lifting up instead of weighing down - pencil has 2 erasers - rolling paper is backwards - hot fork instead of hot knife - Skunk brand rollies renamed "Skank" - Canuma logo on rollies reversed

Chronic Crossword page 12-13

```
D A T E  S E A  A N A L
I R O N  H A L  L O N E
R E S T  O T T  L O T S
E A S I E R  A D O N I S
C A T  R O W
T R E E S  E S S A Y
O U R  O R E
P E A R L  S A L T S
A S H  N E D
H A L I D E  A W A R D S
A L A S  A R M  P O O L
T O K E R Y E T O N E
S E E S  D E S  S T E W
```
Lucky Monkey page 14

clockwise from butterfly: butterfly antenna, nose, coin, signature, leaves, soil in pot, flower, button, fur behind cheek, star

Name the Strain page 15
A: Burmese, B: KGB, C: Nagano Gold

Hempseed True or False page 16
1-F, 2-F, 3-F, 4-F, 5-T, 6-T, 7-F, 8-F, 9-F, 10-F, 11-T, 12-F

Quiz: Hemp vs. Maryjana page 17
1-F, 2-F, 3-F, 4-F, 5-T, 6-F, 7-F, 8-F, 9-T, 10-T, 11-T, 12-T, 13-F, 14-F, 15-T

Test your Word Power page 18-19
1-A, 2-B, 3-B, 4-B, 5-B, 6-B, 7-C, 8-C, 9-C, 10-C, 11-C, 12-C, 13-A

3rd Crossword page 20-21

```
N A S A  P A T  A L S O
U S E S  A R E  L E O N
T H A I  D M A  G O N E
A S S Y R I A
B L A N K  T E S T S
L I D  Y A R D S  P R O
A N D  T O E  L A B
S E E  S E N S E  I C E
E D D I E  V O T E R
S T A R T E R
A L A S  D O E  G A M E
P E R U  A S S  A G A R
T O K E  N E T  N O D E
```
CHemo CROSSWORD page 24-25

CURE ALLEY BRA
ASIA LEAVE WEAR
RANT MAKES ANTI
Egg TORE ADDED
DESTINY MORE
RED MONTREAL
GAMES OASES RUE
ERIE CAGES SINS
ACT BASIS FACTS
RHETORIC PIG
OILS THREATS
AFoul SHOE CAT
LONG GALEN RULE
SUCH AROSE ITEM
ORE SEWED MESS

WHich Field IS the pot crop? page 26

2

Pothead Park page 27

NAME THAT Weed page 28
sasparilla, gutterwax, amaranth, cyclone, rooter, hop-hop, mao-tse, spoofy, jig-daddy, ferdinand

The Pot Puzzle page 29
There are 52 leaves.

Can you Match these buds with their close-ups shots? page 30-31
A-Flo: #3    B-AK47: #1    C-NL#1: #2
Word Vine Page 33

If you cross out the letters which make up “all unnecessary letters” then the words “a nice marijuana bud” are left behind.

Dealer Dave’s Dilemma... page 33

Dealer Dave should smoke a joint from the bag labeled as the combination Afghani/Skunk #1. Since all bags are mislabeled, it must contain either the Afghani or the Skunk #1. If it turns out to be Afghani, then the bag labeled Skunk #1 must be the combination bag, and vice versa.

THC Quiz page 36-37
1-b, 2-c, 3-a, 4-a, 5-a, 6-b, 7-b, 8-a, 9-b, 10-c, 11-b, 12-b

Name the Strain page 38
A: NL #5, B: White Lady, C: MX-4 Way

Farmer Tess Retires page 39
Lazy Larry's 50% Solution page 39
Larry planted the seedlings in the shape of a five-pointed star, which forms five rows of four plants each.

Cheeba Crossword page 40-41

4:20 Crossword page 42-43

More Word Chains page 44
kush-rush-ruse-rose-ropé
hash-wash-wish-wise-wine
red-rod-roe-rye-eye
good-gold-hold-hole-hope-dope

rope-pope-poke-toke
hash-mash-mast-malt-mall-mail
cops-cups-cuss-buss-bust
joint-point-paint-pains-pails-jails

Marijuana Pyramid page 44
There are 2^8, or 256 possible paths from top to bottom.

On Being Stoned page 45

c, f, j, k, m, o, r

Ninety Nine Names- Who's Not Into Pot? page 46-47

Cannabis Quotables page 48-49
1-c, 2-b, 3-a, 4-b, 5-a, 6-c, 7-c

Medical Pot Multiple Choice page 50-51
1-a, 2-d, 3-c, 4-b, 5-b, 6-c, 7-d, 8-a, 9-a
A board game with a supply of McDope Money, bust and stash cards, dice and playing pieces.

£19.99
inc post & packing
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THE KISS OF THE SUN
by John Alexander
Full colour guide to growing marijuana outdoors. Covering the topics of germination, planting out, sexing and flowering, feeding and pest control, harvesting, drying plus the development of seed strains to suit a temperate climate.
The use of cannabis for relaxation, medicine and spirituality.
Full Colour Paperback
£8.99 inc P&P

THE GREAT BOOKS OF HASHISH
vol 3
by LAURENCE CHERNIAK
This huge and exciting book. 256 pages of glorious colour with photographs from 30 countries and all 50 American States.
Chapters on Smuggling plus eating and drinking at a cannabis feast. Microscopic explorations of buds, calyces and resin. Fabulous.
It even weighs over a kilo itself!
Large Paperback
£35.00 inc P&P

A GUIDE TO BRITISH PSILOCYBIN
by Richard Cooper
Listing the dozen species of psychoactive fungi which grow in this country. Information about identification, chemistry and dosage, collection, preserving and of course the legal position.
With colour plates.
Small Paperback
£5.99 inc P&P
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